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Investment Portfolios & Products

Global Leaders Portfolio
Category

Global Large-Cap Core Equity

Benchmark

MSCI All Country World Index†

Target Number of Holdings

25

Individual Security Weight

4% at constitution

Portfolio Revenue Exposure

Minimum 60% from non-U.S. geographies

Target Turnover

10% – 20%

Availability

Launched July 1, 2014
Exclusively on the Stifel platform

Investment Vehicle

Separately Managed Account (SMA) in
Stifel Opportunity Program

† Captures large and mid cap representation across 23 Developed Markets and 21 Emerging Markets countries. With 2,434 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the global
investable equity opportunity set.
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Maxims of Investing in a Dynamically Changing World

Seek global opportunities
Invest in Great Companies

Invest like an owner
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Seek Global Opportunities
The New Global Consuming Class — Possibly the Biggest Growth Opportunity in the History of Capitalism
By 2025 :
• The global consumer class(1) is expected to almost double in size to
4.2 billion; annual consumption is expected to rise to $64 trillion(2)
• Developing countries are expected to account for $30 trillion of the
total (approximately three times current U.S. household
consumption), up from $12 trillion in 2010, and nearly 50% of the
world’s total, up from 32% in 2010
• Almost 60% of the roughly one billion households with earnings
greater than $20,000/year are expected to live in the developing
world

Even Bigger Than the Industrial Revolution? †
•

•

•

World Consumption, $ Trillion †

30
 150%

Developing
Countries

Who Could Benefit?
•

12

•

26
2010

 30%

34

Developed
Countries

2025 Estimated

1. Consuming class: daily disposable income is ≥$10; below consuming class, <$10; incomes
adjusted for purchasing-power parity
2. Estimate based on 2010 private-consumption share of GDP per country and GDP estimates for
2010 and 2025; assumes private consumption’s share of GDP will remain constant
† Source: Winning the $30 Trillion Decathlon: Going For Gold In Emerging Markets, McKinsey &
Company, August 2012.

Britain and the U.S. started the Industrial Revolution with
populations of 10 million each; it took them 150 and 50 years,
respectively, to double their Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
per person
China and India, the two leading emerging economies, began
their economic expansion with populations of roughly one billion
each and doubled their GDP per capita in 12 and 16 years,
respectively
Thus the two leading emerging economies are experiencing
roughly ten times the economic acceleration of the Industrial
Revolution, on 100 times the scale — resulting in an economic
force that is over 1,000 times as big

•
•

Multi-national companies with strong business franchises, global
presence
Individuals and institutions with the willingness and ability to
invest now and wait patiently to reap the benefits
Companies with expertise and experience in providing goods and
services during similar consumer class expansions in the
developed world
In 17 major product categories in the United States, the market
leader in 1925 remained the #1 or #2 player for the rest of the
century
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Invest in Great Companies
Characteristics of Great Companies
• High return on invested capital
• Strong “economic moat”
• Stable and consistent returns with opportunity to compound shareholder value over the long-term

Warren Buffett on Great Companies:
“The definition of a great company is one that will be great for 25 to 30 years.”
“We like stocks that generate high returns on invested capital, where there is a strong likelihood that they
will continue to do so. I look at the long-term competitive advantage, and whether that is something that
is enduring.”
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Invest in Great Companies
Characteristics of Great Companies
High and Sustainable Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)

Strong “Economic Moat”

• A measure of how good a business is at using its capital to
generate returns
• A company is considered a value creator if its ROIC is
higher than its cost of capital
• Companies with higher ROIC usually trade at a
premium

Measure of intangible, hard to replicate assets like strong
brands, networks, licenses, patents, cost advantage, scale,
efficiency, switching costs, etc.

• Considered a true measure of a business’ ability to create
value from its operating activities
• Unlike the more commonly used return metrics like
return on assets (ROA), and return on equity (ROE),
ROIC considers only the capital invested in, and the
income earned, from the core business

Long-Term Performance of Strong Economic Moat Companies
09/30/2002 – 6/30/2018 | Source : Morningstar, Bloomberg
900%
800%

700%

Morningstar
Wide Moat
Focus Index
792.3%

600%
500%

• A company’s ability to sustain its ROIC over time is equally
important
• The metric Competitive Advantage Period (CAP)
measures the period over which the company is
expected to create value and explains why the leaders
trade at higher multiples than other companies

400%
300%

S&P 500 TR
360.1%

200%
100%
0%

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
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Invest Like an Owner
We believe that companies with high influential insider ownership focus on long-term sustainable value creation rather than
maximizing short-term EPS growth

1.
2.
3.
4.

•

“Influential” insider ownership indicates the ability of founding family members, directors, and senior
management to influence long-term decision-making via equity ownership, super voting rights, board
membership, etc.

•

When managers own very little equity in the firm, while at the same time the shareholder base is
widely diffused, corporate earnings and assets are deployed to benefit the manager more so than the
shareholder1

•

Convergence of interest hypothesis: When managers own a significant amount of stock, they are
financially impacted by value destructive behavior and are less likely to squander corporate wealth 2

•

Empirical studies also show that companies with high insider ownership are run more efficiently
compared to their peers and generate higher sales growth, gross and net margins, and cash flow per
employee; they usually carry less debt than other firms and are valued higher 3,4

Berle, A.A. Jr. and G.C. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property, (Macmillan: New York, 1932).
Shliefer, Andrei and Robert W. Vishny, “Management Ownership and Market Valuation: An Empirical Analysis. ”Journal of Financial Economics, 2-,293-315, 1987.
McConaughy, Daniel L. and Michael C. Walker, “Founding Family Controlled Firms: Efficiency and Value,” Journal of Financial Economics, Vol.7 No.1-19, 1998.
McConaughy, Daniel L. and Charles H. Matthews, Anne S. Fialko, “Founding Family Controlled Firms: Performance, Risk and Value,” Journal of Small Business Management, (39), pp.31-49, 2001.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Global Leaders Portfolio

Investment Process — Combining Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches
Investment Universe – Quantitative Screen
Quantifies companies based on
• Size, liquidity, and geographic revenue exposure
• Financial metrics associated with Great Companies: return on invested capital, insider ownership, and economic moat

Stock Selection – Bottom-Up Process Using Qualitative Research
• The portfolio manager conducts fundamental analysis to determine the intrinsic value of each stock in the investment universe
• Avoids overpaying by investing only in stocks trading at a discount to their intrinsic value
• The portfolio manager also factors in his opinion on management’s commitment to long-term value creation as well as his country,
sector, and industry opinion

Portfolio Construction
•
•
•
•

Concentrated, low turnover portfolio of high quality global businesses
Diversified across sectors
Minimum 60% revenue from non-U.S. geographies
Keeps a long-term investment horizon to capture the power of economic compounding

Portfolio Management
• Monitor global geopolitical, demographic, and industry conditions for improving/deteriorating trends
• Stocks become sale candidates based on a combination of fundamental factors:
• Decline in a company’s economic returns
• Change in management direction
• Share price significantly above intrinsic value
• A clearly superior investment alternative exists
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Global Leaders Portfolio
Performance Summary
June 30, 2014 – June 30, 2018 | Monthly Data | Includes Dividends | Source: Bloomberg
Total Returns

Annualized

Inception
Jun-2018 3-Month 6-Month 2018 YTD (06/30/2014)

As of 6/30/2018

Calendar

1-Year

2-Year

3-Year

Inception
4-Year (06/30/2014)

2015

2016

2017

Global Leaders (Gross)

-1.17%

1.31%

1.37%

1.37%

37.01%

15.64%

17.10%

8.78%

8.19%

8.19%

-2.24%

4.24%

29.50%

Global Leaders (Net)

-1.17%

1.18%

1.12%

1.12%

34.30%

15.06%

16.52%

8.24%

7.65%

7.65%

-2.73%

3.72%

28.85%

MSCI ACWI

-0.54%

0.53%

-0.43%

-0.43%

27.52%

10.73%

14.68%

8.19%

6.27%

6.27%

-2.36%

7.86%

23.97%

Net of fee calculated net of 50 bps manager fee only

Cumulative Returns Since Inception
June 30, 2014 – June 30, 2018

Global Leaders (Gross)
37.01%
Global Leaders (Net)
34.30%
MSCI ACWI
27.52%

Jun-18

Mar-18

Dec-17

Sep-17

Jun-17

Mar-17

Dec-16

Sep-16

Jun-16

Mar-16

Dec-15

Sep-15

Jun-15

Mar-15

Dec-14

Sep-14

Jun-14

0%

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. See page 13 for important disclosures.
Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
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Global Leaders Portfolio
As of 6/30/2018

Top Ten Holdings by Weight

Portfolio Statistics

Symbol
AAPL
BA
BLK
UL
NSRGY
MA
PYPL
BUD
DEO
NKE

Number of Holdings
Market Cap. (USD Billions)
Beta
Dividend Yield
Price/Earnings (P/E)
Earnings Growth (Est.)

Company Name
Apple, Inc.
Boeing Co. (The)
BlackRock, Inc.
Unilever Plc
Nestlé SA
Mastercard, Inc.
PayPal Holdings, Inc.
Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV
Diageo Plc
NIKE, Inc.

Sector Allocation
2.9%
3.2%
2.9%
8.6%
3.2%
11.6%

8.6%

35.0%

11.6%

For illustrative purposes only and not intended as personalized recommendations. It should not be
assumed that any holdings included in these materials were or will prove to be profitable, or that
recommendations or decisions that the firm makes in the future will be profitable or will equal the
investment performance of the securities discussed herein. Holdings are subject to change. The top
holdings, as well as other data, are as of the period indicated, and should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase, hold, or sell any particular security. There is no assurance that any of the
securities noted will remain in a portfolio at the time you receive this fact sheet. Actual holdings and
percentage allocation in individual client portfolios may vary and are subject to change. It should not
be assumed that any of the holdings discussed were, or will prove to be, profitable, or that the
investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable. A list of all
securities held in this strategy in the prior year is available upon request. Excludes cash.

Geographic Breakdown

35.0%

24
$209.8
0.9
1.9%
21.9x
15.9%

Geographic Exposure by Revenue

Information Technology

Information
ConsumerTechnology
Staples
Financials
Consumer
Staples
Industrials

Financials
13.0%

Consumer Discretionary

13.0%

25.7% 25.7%

Industrials

Health Care

Consumer
Energy Discretionary

Health Care
Energy

Source: FactSet, Bloomberg
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Global Leaders Portfolio
Summary
Invests globally to benefit from the economic expansion of developing countries and the potentially unprecedented
growth in worldwide consumer demand
•

By 2025, it is estimated that there will be 4.2 billion middle class consumers worldwide – nearly twice as many as
in 2010 – with purchasing power of $64 trillion.

•

This unprecedented expansion of the world’s middle class, according to McKinsey & Company, is the biggest
growth opportunity in the history of capitalism.†

Invests in Great Companies which we define as those that:
•

Produce cash in excess of operating needs that generate a return on invested capital above the cost of capital

•

Provide stable and consistent returns with the opportunity to compound shareholder value over the long‐term

Portfolio strategy
•

Concentrated, low turnover portfolio of high quality global businesses

•

Seeks to minimize risk associated with investing directly in emerging market stocks by instead investing in
developed economy multinational companies that sell products and services into developing emerging markets

•

Provide tax-advantage returns by minimizing realized short-term taxable gains while maximizing the benefit of
compounding unrealized long-term capital gains
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Portfolio Management Team
ROBERT G. HAGSTROM, CFA
Senior Portfolio Manager
Robert joined EquityCompass Strategies as a Senior Portfolio Manager in April 2014. Prior to that, he was the Chief Investment
Strategist of Legg Mason Investment Counsel, and before that, the Portfolio Manager of the Growth Equity Strategy at Legg
Mason Capital Management for 14 years. He has also served as President and Chief Investment Officer of Legg Mason Focus
Capital, General Partner of Focus Capital Advisory, and Principal at Lloyd, Leith & Sawin.
Robert is the author of nine investment books, including The New York Times Best Seller, The Warren Buffett Way and The
Warren Buffett Portfolio: Mastering the Power of the Focus Investment Strategy. He earned his Bachelor and Masters of Arts
degrees from Villanova University and is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA Society of Philadelphia.

LAUREN E. LOUGHLIN
Portfolio Analyst
Lauren Loughlin is a Portfolio Analyst at EquityCompass Strategies. She joined the team in May 2014 and is involved in all
aspects of the portfolio management process, including investment research and analysis, portfolio strategy, stock
selection, product marketing, asset and performance measurement, and client communications. Prior to joining
EquityCompass, Lauren was a member of the Stifel Nicolaus Institutional Equity Sales group, and she also previously
worked at Morgan Stanley as an analyst in equity derivative client service. Lauren graduated magna cum laude and has a
B.S. in business administration with a concentration in finance from Washington and Lee University.
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EquityCompass Strategies
1 South Street, 16th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
EquityCompass Hotline: (443) 224-1231 | equitycompass@stifel.com
Robert G. Hagstrom: (443) 224-1231 | hagstromr@stifel.com
Lauren E. Loughlin: (443) 224-1231 | loughlinl@stifel.com
www.equitycompass.com
Important Disclosures
Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and do not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation, or needs of individual investors. The information contained
herein has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed and is not a complete summary or statement of all available data nor is it considered an offer to buy or sell any
securities referred to herein.
EquityCompass Strategies is a research and investment advisory unit of Choice Financial Partners, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary and affiliated SEC registered investment adviser of Stifel Financial Corp.
Portfolios based on EquityCompass Strategies are available primarily through Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated. Affiliates of EquityCompass Strategies may, at times, release written or oral
commentary, technical analysis, or trading strategies that differ from the opinions expressed within. For information about Stifel’s advisory programs including fee structures, please contact your Financial
Advisor to request a copy of the Stifel ADV Part 2A or equivalent disclosure brochure.

Index Description(s): The index returns are presented on a total return basis, which assume reinvestment of all cash distributions (such as dividends). The Morningstar® Wide Moat Focus Index consists of
the 20 securities in the Morningstar® US Market Index with the highest ratios of fair value to their stock price and possessing a sustainable competitive advantage (i.e. wide moat), as determined by
Morningstar. Securities in the Wide Moat Focus Index are assigned equal weights. MSCI ACWI captures large and mid cap representation across 23 Developed Markets and 21 Emerging Markets countries.
With 2,434 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the global investable equity opportunity set. Horizon Kinetics ISE Global Wealth Index (WEALTHGL) is a passive index that tracks the
investment performance of public companies controlled by individuals of substantial wealth. Indices are unmanaged and are not available for direct investment.
Description of Terms:
Beta
Beta is a measure of the volatility, or systematic risk, of a security or a portfolio in comparison to the market as a whole. A beta of 1 indicates that the security's price will move with the market. A beta of
less than 1 means that the security will be less volatile than the market. A beta of greater than 1 indicates that the security's price will be more volatile than the market.

Dividend Yield
Dividend yield is the relation between a stock’s annual dividend payout and its current stock price.
Earnings Growth
Earnings growth is a measure of growth in a company's net income over a specific period, often one year. The term can apply to actual data from previous periods or estimated data for future periods.
Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)
Return on invested capital (ROIC) is a profitability ratio. It measures the return that an investment generates for those who have provided capital. ROIC tells us how good a company is at turning capital
into profits.
Foreign investments are subject to risks not ordinarily associated with domestic investments, such as currency, economic and political risks, and different accounting standards. There are special
considerations associated with international investing, including the risk of currency fluctuations and political and economic events. Investing in emerging markets may involve greater risk and volatility
than investing in more developed countries. Rebalancing may have tax consequences, which should be discussed with your tax advisor. Any investment involves risk, including the risk of a loss of principal.
PAST PERFORMANCE CANNOT AND SHOULD NOT BE VIEWED AS AN INDICATOR OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.
© 2018 EquityCompass Strategies, One South Street, 16th Floor, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. All rights reserved.
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